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Authority and Gender in Medieval and Renaissance Chronicles (Pajouhesh-Khah 2012-13-07 The volume is an attempt to discuss the ways in which themes of authority and gender can be traced in the writings of chroniclers and chronicle writers from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance. With major contributions from historians, all of these specialists in the field, this work shows the cross currents of the comic and medieval English and eastern Europe. From Scandinavia to Byzantium, from the Crusades and the Constantinian Code, to a variety of methods and histories, this volume is a study of gender and the ways in which gender and politics interacted in the construction of history. The volume is divided into four major sections: 


S. Elizabeth Passmore 2007 Whereas some literary motifs such as the tyrant, the beggar, and the crone have equivalents in the real world, the Loathly Lady is a creature of the imagination. Yet

Graham Beale 2006 The long-overlooked tale of Morgan le Fey is brought to life in this sweeping and captivating retelling. 

Jill M. Hebert 2013-03-12 This study re-examines Morgan le Fay in early medieval and contemporary Arthurian sources, arguing that she embodies the concerns of each era even as she defies comparison with her.

Margaret J. Howell 2013-07-29 The winning contestants on University Challenge could not identify lines from one of the best-known English poems, Keats Ode to Autumn, and seemed unconcerned

Kimberly Kimbell-Lopez 1999 This book describes a unique approach that enables readers to effectively connect reading and writing processes in a workshop format. Students in the
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